Bibliography, Master List (alphabetical order, by author)

This is a list of suggested scholarly books and articles related to research into online reading. This bibliography was created by Monica Bulger, and will be expanded as the Transliteracies project continues. See also the History of Reading group’s bibliography and see also Objects for Study for annotated citations of a wider range of related materials (including web, hardware, software, historical, and artistic resources as well as selected items from this bibliography).

Individual Sources


Print Journals

- Cognition and Instruction.
- College and Research Libraries.
- Computers and Composition.
- Computers in Education.
- Computers in Human Behavior.
- Educational Psychologist.
- Educational Review.
- Journal of Educational Psychology.
- Journal of Librarianship and Information Science.
- On the Horizon.
- Reading Research Quarterly.
- Science Communication.
- Technology, Instruction, Cognition and Learning.

Online Journals

- The Book and the Journal: The Future of the Printed Word (Now available only through the Internet Archive). [Home page] | [Object for Study]
- Digital Humanities Quarterly. [Home page] | [Object for Study]
- Vectors: Journal of Technology in a Dynamic Vernacular. [Home page] | [Transliteracies Research Report]